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 ASFAUTAGE, I found a manual for the AVIC Carrozzeria. I will have to get it scanned and made available on the Forum.
Here is a link: It is in Danish. It is a manual for the Pionner Pioneer CRX, a rebadged AVIC CR-X, but it might help you. The

Pioneer/AVIC manual has the correct location of the steering wheel in English and correct information about the size of the car
in English. It is an English manual. This is a manual I found for the AVIC. It is to "The American Automobile Industry," by Ulf
Eriksson. Published by Dell, 1972. Thanks for the information. This manual has been scanned. I will send it to the members of

this Forum. At this point I am not looking for a particular model of AVIC carrozzeria. According to this manual, it was
originally known as Pioneer-Carrozzeria. Also, it was a major Italian luxury car manufacturer. It is said to be sold in some

European countries. AVIC was founded in 1927 in Turin, Italy. AVIC was an acronym for Autoveicoli di Compagnia. In 1929,
AVIC became part of Fiat. In 1930, the name was changed to Carrozzeria. AVIC cars were also known as Fiat. AVIC was

originally the Italian subsidiary of the German Autovia. AVIC is still owned by Fiat. It is in the Italian subsidiary of Fiat. Fiat
owns some other companies such as Alfa Romeo, Lancia, and Maserati. Why does it say AVIC and not AVICI? AVICI was the
Italian subsidiary of AVIC. AVICI was the first Italian automaker with the quality and performance that was equal to some of
the foreign automobile brands. AVICI was a major Italian automobile manufacturer in the 1920s. AVICI was an acronym for

Automobile Compagnia Italiana. AVICI was founded in 1927 in Turin, Italy. It was a part of Fiat, the Italian automaker. AVICI
was the first Italian manufacturer to build a luxury car. The first AVICI was the 1100 model, shown in this photograph. AVICI
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